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ABSTRACT

1

This paper presents RestCT, a systematic and fully automatic approach that adopts Combinatorial Testing (CT) to test RESTful APIs.
RestCT is systematic in that it covers and tests not only the interactions of a certain number of operations in RESTful APIs, but
also the interactions of particular input-parameters in every single
operation. This is realised by a novel two-phase test case generation
approach, which first generates a constrained sequence covering
array to determine the execution orders of available operations,
and then applies an adaptive strategy to generate and refine several constrained covering arrays to concretise input-parameters of
each operation. RestCT is also automatic in that its application
relies on only a given Swagger specification of RESTful APIs. The
creation of CT test models (especially, the inferring of dependency
relationships in both operations and input-parameters), and the
generation and execution of test cases are performed without any
human intervention. Experimental results on 11 real-world RESTful
APIs demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of RestCT. In
particular, RestCT can find eight new bugs, where only one of them
can be triggered by the state-of-the-art testing tool of RESTful APIs.

Modern web applications are usually built as a composition of heterogeneous web services that interact with each other through web
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). The REpresentation
State Transfer (REST) represents an architectural style for creating
such APIs, and the APIs conforming to REST are thereby referred
to as RESTful APIs [39]. The use of RESTful APIs can provide a uniform and flexible way to access and manipulate web resources via
HTTP method operations, which has become the de facto standard
for the design and implementation of modern web services [4, 5].
Given the increasing prevalence and widespread adoption of
RESTful APIs, it is of great importance for these APIs to be thoroughly tested. Currently, web service developers usually use the
Swagger specification (more formally, OpenAPI) to document RESTful APIs, in which the exact operations that can be performed,
and the format of input and output parameters are explicitly described [9, 42]. The availability of this common specification has
then motivated researchers to develop black-box testing approaches
of RESTful APIs [9, 11, 14, 18, 22, 27, 33, 35, 41–43]. However, it
remains challenging to design test cases that can effectively exercise service behaviours, as the available operations (which can
be executed in many different orders) and their associated inputparameters (which can be concretised using many different values)
typically constitute a potentially huge input space that is unlikely
to be exhaustively explored.
Apart from the many possible ways to execute RESTful APIs,
the dependency relationships, i.e., constraints, in both operations
and input-parameters also contribute to the complexity of test case
generation. A constraint in RESTful APIs might prohibit specific
execution orders of operations (e.g., data received in the response of
operation X is necessary for executing another operation Y ) [9, 42];
it might also restrict the ways in which input-parameters of a single
operation can be combined and concretised (e.g., if input-parameter
X is set, then input-parameter Y must be set too) [30, 31]. Clearly,
any test case generation approach that cannot properly handle such
constraints will lead to invalid HTTP requests, and thereby, reduce
testing effectiveness.
The huge and constrained input space of RESTful APIs especially asks for a smart approach to generate test cases that are as
cost-effective as possible. Currently, despite that approaches like
model-based [18, 22] and fuzzing [8, 9] are developed, they are
not in a position that takes “combinations” of operations (and also,
input-parameters) into account. In particular, a primary focus of
existing approaches is on the construction of constraints-satisfying
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operation sequences [9, 42]. This helps to reach and exercise every
“testable” operation, but it is unlikely to effectively trigger failures
due to certain execution orders of operations (and also, certain
combinations of input-parameter values).
Moreover, for each given operation, the values of its inputparameters should also be carefully determined to produce concrete and valid HTTP requests. Existing studies [1, 9, 20, 22, 42]
have presented a variety of value rendering strategies (e.g., using
dynamic objects, static directory, examples, random values, and
knowledge bases), but unfortunately, they are usually unaware of
the constraints between input-parameters. In fact, the support of
inter-parameter constraints is important, because such constraints
are frequently observed in real-world RESTful APIs [31]. Although
testers can choose to use formal languages to re-write constraints
to fulfil automatic constraints handling [29, 30, 33], it could be
more desirable to automatically infer such constraints from natural
language descriptions of the Swagger specification.
In this study, we make use of Combinatorial Testing (CT) to
devise a systematic and fully automatic approach, RestCT, to test
RESTful APIs. Our aim is to cover and test the interactions of a
certain number of operations (and also, a certain number of inputparameters) described in the specification, so that the service behaviours can be systematically exercised. Meanwhile, we also seek
to automatically model the input space of RESTful APIs (including
the inferring of constraints in operations and input-parameters), so
that the complete testing process can be fully automated.
To this end, RestCT adapts the concepts of both sequence and
classical covering arrays to implement a novel two-phase test case
generation approach. Specifically, given a Swagger specification
as the input, RestCT first generates a constrained sequence covering array to determine the execution orders of operations, in
which the hierarchical relations of resources, and CRUD semantics
(create, read, update, and delete) are used together to handle the
constraints between operations. Next, for each operation sequence
generated before, RestCT uses an adaptive strategy to generate
several constrained covering arrays to concretise input-parameters
of each operation (i.e., producing concrete HTTP requests). In this
phase, RestCT relies on several heuristic strategies to determine
value domains of input-parameters, and leverages natural language
processing to implement a pattern-based approach for extracting
inter-parameter constraints.
We have implemented RestCT as a testing tool1 , and carried out
experiment on 11 real-world RESTful APIs of GitLab and Bing Maps
to evaluate its effectiveness and efficiency. The experimental results
reveal that RestCT can successfully test, on average, 56% of operations described in the Swagger specification, while this proportion
is only 3% for the state-of-the-art testing tool, RESTler [9]. RestCT
is also time efficient, as it spends no more than ten minutes in 55% of
cases studied. In addition, we have further investigated the impact
of coverage strengths on the performance of RestCT. We find that
the coverage strength applied for generating operation sequences
tends to have a great influence, and coverage strength two is the
most cost-effective choice. Overall, RestCT detects eight new bugs
of the subject APIs, where only one of them can be triggered by
RESTler.
1 https://github.com/GIST-NJU/RestCT
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Figure 1: An example of Swagger specification.
Summing up, the main contributions of this paper are twofolds: (1) We proposed RestCT, the first systematic and fully automatic approach that adopts combinatorial testing to test RESTful APIs; and (2) We presented detailed experimental results that
evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of RestCT on 11 realworld RESTful APIs. This study also extends the knowledge of both
RESTful APIs and combinatorial testing literatures, as it not only
explores a systematic strategy (i.e., CT) to test operations and inputparameters of RESTful APIs, but also provides an application of
CT in which the test models can be automatically created without
testers’ manual efforts.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 covers
the background on Swagger specification of RESTful APIs and
combinatorial testing. Section 3 describes the detailed process of
RestCT. Section 4 presents the experiment for evaluating RestCT.
Section 5 discusses possible threats to validity. Section 6 discusses
related works, and Section 7 concludes this paper.

2

BACKGROUND

We begin this study with background on specification of RESTful
APIs, and basic concept of combinatorial testing.

2.1

Specification of RESTful APIs

Modern web services usually rely on RESTful APIs to expose their
services to the Web. In this way, each service should provide its
resources in a textual representation (typically, in JSON format), and
allow these resources to be accessed and manipulated by a set of
CRUD operations (create, read, update, and delete) [41].
In practice, a resource of RESTful APIs is generally identified by
a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) over HTTP protocol. The CRUD
operations are then realised by HTTP method operations (i.e., POST,
GET, PUT, and DELETE). Accordingly, a client can send an HTTP
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Table 1: A 2-way Constrained Covering Array
#
1
2
3
4
5

p1
1
0
1
0
1

p2
1
1
0
1
0

p3
0
1
1
0
0

p4
0
1
0
0
1

request to the service, in which a certain URL, an HTTP method,
and corresponding input-parameter values should be specified. The
service will then return a response with the required representation
of the resource.
In order to document the necessary information for using RESTful APIs, a structured specification should be provided. Currently,
the most widely recognised choice is the OpenAPI specification (it
is also known as the Swagger specification for versions older than
v3.0), which defines a standard to specify the exact syntax of all the
available requests and expected responses of the APIs [9, 41, 42].
Figure 1, for example, gives a snippet of the Swagger specification
(in YAML format). Here, the paths field describes a list of resources
available (i.e., API endpoints), each of which corresponds to a set of
HTTP methods that can be performed (e.g., the POST method is supported for the resource /users). For each HTTP method, the format
of input and output parameters are described in the parameters
and responses fields (e.g., the input-parameter password should
take a string value; it is optional, and should be sent in the request
body). In addition, some parameters might be associated with a
schema, whose format is defined in the definitions field (e.g., the
input-parameter username is associated with an object UserName,
which consists of two parameters of the string type).

2.2

Table 2: A 3-way Constrained Sequence Covering Array

Combinatorial Testing

Combinatorial Testing (CT) is a popular testing approach to test interactions of parameters that influence the software’s behaviour [24,
36]. The rational of this approach derives from the observation that
many software failures are triggered by combinations of parameter values [25, 34]. Accordingly, CT employs a covering array as
the test suite to systematically cover such combinations, hoping to
achieve a good balance between test suite size and failure revelation
effectiveness.
Assume that the behaviour of a system is influenced by n parameters, P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn }, and each parameter pi can take discrete
values from a finite set Vi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Such parameters P and
their value domains V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vn } constitute a test model of
CT, which depict the input space of the system. Then, a test case
can be constructed by assigning to each parameter a specific value,
and we refer to a combination of t parameter values as a t-way
combination.
Definition 1 (Covering Array). Given a set of parameters and
their associated value domains, a t-way Covering Array (CA) is a set
of test cases, in which every t-way combination is covered at least
once. The value of t indicates the coverage strength of the array.
In addition to the combination of parameter values, sometimes
the behaviour of the system can be influenced by a set of n events,

#
1

Test Cases
o1 , o4 , o3 , o2

2
3

o3 , o1 , o4 , o2
o1 , o3 , o4

Unique 3-way Sequences Covered
(o 1, o 4, o 3 ), (o 1, o 4, o 2 ), (o 1, o 3, o 2 )
(o 4, o 3, o 2 )
(o 3, o 1, o 4 ), (o 3, o 1, o 2 ), (o 3, o 4, o 2 )
(o 1, o 3, o 4 )

E = {o 1, o 2, . . . , on }, that can be executed in different orders. In
this case, the test model consists of a set of events E, and a test case
indicates a sequence of k ≤ n distinct events in E (that is, the test
cases can be of different lengths2 ). We refer to a permutation of t
events as a t-way sequence.
Definition 2 (Seqence Covering Array). Given a set of n
events, a t-way Sequence Covering Array (SCA) is a set of event
sequences, in which every t-way sequence is covered at lease once (the
t events of a t-way sequence are not required to be adjacent in an
event sequence).
The above mentioned covering arrays assume that all possible
t-way combinations, or t-way sequences, are feasible and should
thus be covered. However, this might be unrealistic due to the
presence of constraints [37, 45]. A constraint of the system depicts
the dependency relationships between software parameters, or
events. Any test case that violates constraints is considered invalid,
and should thus be excluded from the final test suite.
To cater for the constraints in CT, the definition of a covering
array, or a sequence covering array, should be extended to that
of a constrained covering array, or a constrained sequence covering
array. Specifically, given a set of constraints C, each test case in a
constrained CA (or a constrained SCA) should be C-satisfying, and
every C-satisfying t-way combination (or t-way sequence) should
be covered at least once in the array [45]. Accordingly, the CT test
model should specify not only the set of parameters and their value
domains (or the set of events), but also the constraints in the system.
For example, Table 1 gives a 2-way constrained CA of the test
model with P = {p1, p2, p3, p4 }, V1 = V2 = V3 = V4 = {0, 1}, and
one constraint: if p1 = 0 then p2 = 1. In addition, Table 2 gives a
3-way constrained SCA of the test model with E = {o 1, o 2, o 3, o 4 },
and two constraints: 1) o 4 can only be executed after o 1 ; and 2) no
event can be executed after o 2 .

3

THE RESTCT APPROACH

Given a Swagger specification as the input, an effective black-box
testing approach of RESTful APIs should generate not only appropriate execution orders of available operations, but also valid value
assignments of each operation’s input-parameters. RestCT adopts
combinatorial testing to address the above two problems. Its overall
workflow involves two main phases: (1) Operation Sequence Generation, which seeks to model the input space of available operations,
and construct a sequence covering array as a representative set
of operation sequences; and (2) Input-Parameter Value Rendering,
which seeks to model the input space of input-parameters of each
2 We

note that this definition of test case is different from that of traditional sequence
covering array [23], where all test cases should be of the equal length.
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Algorithm 1 The Generation of Operation Sequences

Figure 2: An example of hierarchical relations of resources.

operation, and sample representative value assignments via several
covering arrays to produce concrete HTTP requests.

3.1

Operation Sequence Generation

In this study, we refer to an operation as a combination of a resource
and an associated HTTP method (e.g., POST /users in Figure 1).
RestCT will first parse the Swagger specification to find the set of
available operations and their dependency relationships, and then
generate a ts -way constrained sequence covering array (i.e., a set
of operation sequences) to determine the execution orders of these
operations.
3.1.1 Handling Constraints between Operations. Given a Swagger
specification, the set of all the available operations, O = {o 1, o 2, . . . ,
om }, can be directly extracted from the paths field of the specification. The challenge here is to appropriately cater for the constraints
between these operations [9, 42].
RestCT relies on the hierarchical relations of resources and
CRUD semantics to handle constraints in operation sequence generation. In RESTful APIs, the hierarchical relations of resources are
specified by the forward slash “/” in resources’ URLs. Such relations
can also be depicted using a tree structure, as the example shown
in Figure 2 (including the HTTP methods that can be performed on
each resource). In this case, /book/{id} is a child node of /book,
because it is a direct sub-resource of /book; by contrast, there is
no direct relation between /book and /author.
According to the CRUD semantics, a resource (and its all subresources) should not be accessed before its creation, nor after its
deletion. Hence, a t-way sequence, s = (ok1 , ok2 , . . . , okt ), is considered constraints-satisfying if for any resource X involved in s, none of
the operations associated with X and X’s sub-resources appears before POST X, or after DELETE X. For example, according to Figure 2,
(GET /book/{id}, GET /book) is a constraints-satisfying 2-way sequence, because no operation appears before POST, or after DELETE
operations. The 2-way sequence (GET /book/{id}, POST /book) is
not constraints-satisfying, because the operation associated with
sub-resources of /book, i.e., GET /book/{id}, appears before POST
/book. Similarly, (DELETE /book/{id}, GET /book/{id}) also violates the constraints.
Once a constraints-satisfying sequence can be decided, we can
then determine whether an operation oi can be used to extend
an existing operation sequence of length t, s = (ok1 , ok2 , . . . , okt ).
In particular, we refer to oi as a feasible operation for extending

Input: a set of operations O, and coverage strength ts
Output: a set of operation sequences S that satisfies ts -way sequence coverage
1: S = ∅
2: U = set of constraints-satisfying ts -way sequences of O
3: while U , ∅ do
4:
s = an empty sequence
5:
while True do
6:
A = candidate_operations(s, O)
7:
if A , ∅ then
8:
select a ∈ A that contributes the most to ts -way sequence coverage (ties break by random)
9:
if a cannot help cover any ts -way sequence then
10:
break
11:
end if
12:
a ′ = predecessor_operations(s, a)
13:
append a ′ and a to s
14:
else
15:
break
16:
end if
17:
end while
18:
add s into S, and remove ts -way sequences that are covered
by s from U
19: end while
20: return S

s, if the (t + 1)-way sequence constructed by appending oi to s,
(ok1 , ok2 , . . . , okt , oi ), is constraints-satisfying.
Here, an operation is feasible for extending s does not necessarily mean that this operation can be directly executed after s. For
example, the operation GET /book/{id} is feasible for extending
s = (POST /author), but it cannot be directly executed, because the
resource /book is yet-to-be created. In this case, the CRUD semantics should be further accounted for, to determine the additional
predecessor operations that are required to be executed earlier than
executing a feasible operation (e.g., POST /book is the predecessor
operation for executing GET /book/{id} in the above example).
We note that the constraints handling strategy presented above
differs from previous strategies that rely on the common field in
both responses and requests [9, 42]. Given a particular operation sequence, the previous strategies [9, 42] primarily focus on operations
that can be directly executed (basically, every dynamic object that
is required should have been produced). By contrast, our strategy
seeks to find operations that have the chance to be executed in
the future (even though the resource required is yet-to-be created),
which is more helpful in generating operation sequences of high
sequence coverage.
3.1.2 Generating Operation Sequences. With the above constraints
handling strategy, RestCT will then apply a greedy algorithm, i.e.,
Algorithm 1, to generate a ts -way constrained sequence covering
array to cover interactions of any ts operations. This algorithm first
determines the set of constraints-satisfying ts -way sequences, U ,
of the operations under test (Line 2). Then, it generates an operation sequence that covers the most previously uncovered ts -way
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sequences at each time, until all ts -way sequences in U are covered
(Lines 3-19).
To generate each operation sequence, Algorithm 1 will start
with an empty sequence s, and then extend s iteratively (Lines
5-17). The candidate_operations(s, O) function (Line 6) will return
a set of candidate operations that are not included in s (i.e, each
operation in O occurs at most once in s), and at the same time,
are feasible for extending s (i.e., appending the operation to s does
not violate the constraints). At this step, if no candidate operation
can be found (i.e., A = ∅), then the iteration terminates (Line 15),
and the sequence s constructed so far is added into the final set
of operation sequences S. Otherwise, the algorithm will evaluate
the number of ts -way sequences that can be potentially covered by
appending every candidate operation in A to s, and select the best
operation a ∈ A for extension (Lines 8-13).
Note that the best operation a selected here might not be able to
be directly executed after s (as explained in Section 3.1.1). So, the
algorithm will additionally account for the CRUD semantics to determine the predecessor operations, a ′ , that should be additionally
executed before executing a (i.e., the predecessor_operations(s, a)
function in Line 12; a ′ = None if no predecessor is required). Finally, the operations in a ′ and a will be appended to the current
sequence s (Line 13), and the algorithm will repeat the above process
to find the next best operation for extension.

3.2

Input-Parameter Value Rendering

Once the set of operation sequences is produced, RestCT will then
generate concrete HTTP requests to execute operations in these
sequences. The aim of input-parameter value rendering is to concretise input-parameters with as many valid value assignments
as possible, and at the same time, cover interactions of particular
input-parameters. To this end, RestCT will use an adaptive strategy to generate constrained covering arrays, in which the CT test
models are dynamically created and modified according to both
specification and test execution results.
3.2.1 Identifying Input-Parameters and Their Value Domains. Given
each operation, RestCT will extract all applicable input-parameters
from the parameters field of the Swagger specification. Such parameters can be located in Path, Query, Header, Form, and Body,
and they can be of various types. Currently, RestCT supports parameters of the String, Integer, Number, Boolean, Array, and
Object types. Each parameter of the non-Object type exactly indicates a unique input-parameter of the operation (in this study,
we let the length of the array be one). While for the Object-typed
parameters, their formats are defined as schemas, and each nonObject-typed parameter involved in the schema is extracted as a
unique input-parameter (e.g., for the schema UserName in Figure 1,
two input-parameters of string type, FirstName and LastName, will
be extracted).
For each input-parameter identified, RestCT will use one of the
following strategies to determine its value domains (i.e., the set of
values that the input-parameter can take):
• DYNAMIC: using resources dynamically created in a prior
operations. It takes run-time information of the service into
account, which is often necessary for constructing valid
HTTP requests [20]. Specifically, given an input-parameter
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Figure 3: A pattern of constraint between input-parameters.

p and a set of previously received responses R, this strategy
will use a heuristic name matching approach [42] to search
for output-parameters in R to find those that have the most
similar names with p (due to the naming inconsistency between output and input-parameters). Then, the values of
such output-parameters will be used as p’s value domain.
• SPECIFICATION: using values described in the Swagger
specification. It relies on values provided by developers,
which could exploit domain-specific information of the service under test [20]. Specifically, if an input-parameter p is
associated with an enum or default field, the corresponding values are directly used as its value domain. Otherwise,
this strategy will search the example fields of all inputparameters that have the same name with p, and select at
most two example values (at random) as p’s value domain.
• SUCCESS: using values that appear in previous successful
requests (i.e., returning HTTP status codes of 200 range),
which relies on the test execution history to re-execute an
operation. Here, if the previous value is determined by the
RANDOM strategy, this value will be mutated to increase
the diversity of test inputs (e.g., avoiding to create resources
of the same name).
• RANDOM: generating three different values at random as
the value domain. This strategy will be used if no value can
be identified by the above strategies.
Here, because input-parameters that are located in Path (i.e., the
parameter value is part of the operation’s URL) must always have
a value and the value is usually dependent on previous responses,
their value domains will be determined by the DYNAMIC strategy only. While for the other parameters, RestCT will try all the
above strategies in a decreasing priority, until the value domain
is determined. In addition, according to the required field of the
specification, each input-parameter is either required or optional for
constructing an HTTP request. For the optional input-parameters,
a None value will be additionally added into its value domain, indicating that no value is assigned to this parameter.
3.2.2 Inferring Constraints. Similar to the constraints between operations, there are also inter-parameter dependencies that might
restrict the way in which specific input-parameters of an operation
can be concretised [31]. Currently, the Swagger specification just
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Figure 4: The adaptive strategy to generate concrete HTTP requests to execute each single operation.
encourages developers to use natural language to describe constraints between input-parameters as a part of the description
field [30, 31] (e.g., from Figure 1, if random_password is False,
then password must take a value). To automatically infer such constraints from the informal description, RestCT leverages spaCy3 , an
open-source library for natural language processing, to implement
a pattern-based approach.
Figure 3, for example, gives a pattern used in RestCT, which
describes the constraint “if PARAM_A is VALUE_B, PARAM_C is
required”. Here, the pattern field gives the matching rule, which is
encoded as a combination of tokens (similar to regular expressions,
but with more flexibility in matching natural language). In this case,
the first token matches the exact word if, the second token matches
an entity (that is, an input-parameter name, or a specific inputparameter value), and the fifth token matches any punctuation4 .
This matching rule will then be used by the pattern-based matching
engine of spaCy to extract constraint-describing sentences from a
given text. In addition, the constraint field in Figure 3 gives the
structured representation of the constraint described, where AA, BB,
and CC indicate the first, second, and third entity involved in the
sentence, respectively. Once a constraint-describing sentence is extracted, the corresponding input-parameter names and values (i.e.,
entities) will then be reorganised according to this representation
to produce the final constraint.
In this study, we rely on an exiting catalogue of inter-parameter
dependencies [31] to manually create a set of 23 patterns for RestCT.
This catalogue classifies constraints observed in 40 real-world RESTful APIs into seven types, and provides the most frequently used
linguistic structures that describe constraints of each type (each constraint type can be described in different ways). We carefully studied these structures, and tried to develop patterns correspondingly.
Some structures were excluded because they cannot be directly
transformed into the format required by the tool that we use to
generate covering arrays. Finally, 23 patterns were obtained, which
cover all linguistic structures involving two parameters (about 86%
of all structures available) and six of the seven constraint types.
3 https://spacy.io
4 A detailed explanation of token attributes can be found at https://spacy.io/usage/rule-

based-matching.

3.2.3 Generating Concrete HTTP Requests. With the above approaches to identify input-parameters and infer constraints, RestCT
will then utilise an adaptive strategy, as illustrated in Figure 4, to
generate concrete HTTP requests to execute operations in the given
operation sequence one after another.
Suppose that the operation sequence is s = (o 1, o 2, o 3, o 4 ), and
RestCT is going to execute the third operation o 3 . As RestCT typically generates multiple HTTP requests for each operation (in this
case, o 1 and o 2 ), there is a need to determine which exact responses
of o 1 and o 2 should be used to identify the value domains of o 3 ’s
input-parameters (that is, the DYNAMIC strategy as explained in
Section 3.2.1). To this end, RestCT will memorise a set of response
chains, R, in which each response chain is a list of previously received successful responses (i.e., the HTTP status code received
is in 200 range). For example, assuming that three HTTP requests
are generated and successfully executed for o 1 , leading to three
successful responses r 1,1 , r 1,2 , and r 1,3 (here, r i,j indicates the j-th
response received when executing operation oi ). While for o 2 , all
subsequent HTTP requests generated according to r 1,1 and r 1,3 fail,
and two HTTP requests generated after r 1,2 success, leading to two
successful responses r 2,1 and r 2,2 . At this point, the set of response
chains is R = {r 1,1, r 1,2 − r 2,1, r 1,2 − r 2,2, r 1,3 }, and RestCT will
base on the longest response chain R ∈ R (ties break by random)
to generate value assignments for executing the next operation.
Assuming that R = r 1,2 − r 2,1 is selected in this case. This indicates
that the DYNAMIC strategy will use the values received in r 1,2 and
r 2,1 to determine the value domains of o 3 ’s input-parameters.
On the basis of the previously received responses R, RestCT will
then utilise several constrained covering arrays to generate concrete
HTTP requests. The core idea is to ensure the successful execution
of the target operation first (note that the input-parameter values
identified and constraints extracted before might be incorrect), and
then exercise as many service behaviours as possible. To this end,
RestCT will explore the input space governed by essential inputparameters first (Step 1 in Figure 4), and then grow this input space
to include all applicable input-parameters (Step 2 in Figure 4).
Specifically, in Step 1, RestCT creates a CT test model, Me , that
contains essential input-parameters only (including all required
parameters, and those optional parameters that have dependency
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relationships on required parameters). It then uses a popular covering array generation tool, ACTS5 , to generate a te -way constrained
covering array CAe of Me , and construct and send concrete HTTP
requests according to CAe . After this step, a set of successful requests (i.e., returning HTTP status codes of 200 range) is obtained
and recorded (e.g., t 2 , t 3 , and t 5 in Figure 4).
Next, in Step 2, RestCT extends Me to another CT test model, Ma ,
to further include all applicable input-parameters. This extension
is based on the test execution results of Step 1, where all essential
input-parameters are combined as an abstract parameter pa , and
the particular value assignments that appear in previous successful
requests are used as pa ’s value domain (e.g., in Figure 4, pa can
take three values, which correspond to the value assignments in t 2 ,
t 3 , and t 5 , respectively). Then, RestCT uses the ACTS tool again
to generate a ta -way constrained covering array CAa of Ma , and
construct and send concrete HTTP requests accordingly.
At this moment, if at least one successful request is produced,
RestCT will append every successful response received in CAe and
CAa to the current response chain R to update R (e.g., given two
successful responses r 3,1 and r 3,2 , R = r 1,2 −r 2,1 will be replaced by
two new chains r 1,2 − r 2,1 − r 3,1 and r 1,2 − r 2,1 − r 3,2 ). Otherwise,
RestCT will analyse the message received in failed responses to
find input-parameters that cannot be appropriately concretised. It
will ignore such input-parameters, and repeat the above process
with a different response chain R (Step 3 in Figure 4), hoping to
concretise input-parameters of this operation in a different way (in
this study, the maximum number of repetition is set to three).

4

EXPERIMENT

This section describes the experiment performed to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the RestCT approach. In particular, we
are interested in answering the following two research questions:
RQ1 Is RestCT a cost-effective approach when comparing with
the state-of-the-art testing tool of RESTful APIs?
RQ2 How do the coverage strengths applied impact the performance of RestCT?

4.1

Subject APIs

In this study, we used 11 real-world RESTful APIs as the experimental subjects. Table 3 summarises the number of operations
described in each subject’s Swagger specification, as well as the
average number of input-parameters that can be extracted in each
of these operations (using the approach described in Section 3.2).
Specifically, the first six RESTful APIs come from GitLab, a popular open-source web service for hosting Git repositories. This
service is selected because it contains complex APIs and has been
used in previous studies [9]. The subject APIs represent groups of
operations that are related to branches, commits, issues, groups,
projects, and repositories functionalities of GitLab, and we followed
the previous study [9] to test these individual groups separately.
We note that GitLab does not provide official Swagger specification
files for its current API version (v4). So we manually created the
required specifications based on its latest online document6 (we
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Table 3: The Subject APIs Used in the Experiment

GitLab

Bing Maps

APIs
Branch
Commit
Groups
Issues
Project
Repository
Elevations
Imagery
Locations
Route
TimeZone

# Operations
9
15
17
27
31
10
4
10
5
14
4

# Input-Parameters
15.2
11.3
13.2
11.3
12.5
11.9
3.5
15.1
7.6
15.2
5

excluded APIs that are only available in the paid services). In addition, we relied on an existing Docker image7 to deploy GitLab, and
performed testing in a local environment (on a machine with Intel
Xeon CPU 2.3GHz and 128GB memory).
The remaining five RESTful APIs come from Bing Maps, a web
mapping service developed by Microsoft. This service is additionally selected because it contains a large number of inter-parameter
constraints [31]. Similarly, since there is no available Swagger specification files for these APIs, we manually created the specifications
based on the latest online API document8 . We note that the online
document of Bing Maps classifies all available operations into seven
API groups, and we excluded two groups that contain one operation
only. In addition, because Bing Maps is not an open source project,
we relied on its publicly hosted service to perform testing.
We note that the website https://apis.guru offers a repository
of Swagger specifications, and some previous studies [42] have
used this website as the resource of subject APIs. In this study, we
did not directly select specifications from that website, because
such specifications might be incorrect (in fact, a specification of
GitLab is available there, but many input-parameters are missing),
or inconsistency with the current services’ versions (the remotely
deployed services might be updated). Instead, we chose to create
specifications ourselves to ensure the correctness and completeness
of the inputs taken by the testing approaches studied.

4.2

Experimental Procedures

We chose to compare RestCT with RESTler (v8.0.0)9 , a state-ofthe-art black-box fuzzing tool for testing RESTful APIs, for answering the first research question. RESTler is originally developed to explore deep service states reachable only through specific operation sequences [9]. Currently, it is still under active
development and has incorporated several techniques reported
in recent studies [10, 20, 21]. We note that there are other studies [15, 18, 22, 27, 33, 42] that propose black-box testing approaches
of RESTful APIs. These approaches were not included, because they
cannot automatically handle the dependencies between operations
7 https://hub.docker.com/r/gitlab/gitlab-ce

5 https://csrc.nist.gov/Projects/automated-combinatorial-testing-for-software
6 https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/api/

(accessed in April 2021)

(tag of image: 13.10.3-ce.0)
(accessed in May 2021)
9 https://github.com/microsoft/restler-fuzzer
8 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/bingmaps/rest-services/
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Table 4: The Number of Operation Sequences Exercised (Seq) and Their Average Length (Len), Proportion of 1-way and 2-way
Sequences that are Actually Tested (C 1-way and C 2-way ), Number of Unique Bugs Detected (Bug), Number of HTTP Requests
Executed (Total), and Test Execution Cost (Cost, in minutes) of Different Testing Approaches

Branch
Commit
Groups
Issues
Project
Repository
Elevations
Imagery
Locations
Route
TimeZone
Average

Seq
2
2
2
3
5
2
4
13.6
3.2
2
2.2
3.7

Len
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.5
1
1
1
1.05

C 1-way
0
0
0.06
0
0
0
0
0.1
0.2
0
0
0.03

RESTler
C 2-way
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Bug
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.09

Total
580
580
41
614.4
640
580
13
2929.2
49
31.2
44
554.7

(e.g., some resources should be initially created), or only a proof-ofconcept tool is provided (e.g., the service authentication, which is
required for testing both GitLab and Bing Maps, is not supported).
Specifically, we configured RESTler with its default settings,
and used its Fuzz mode to perform testing. In this mode, RESTler
will iteratively extend operation sequences constructed so far by
a breadth-first-search strategy. While for RestCT, the coverage
strengths ts = 2 (for operation sequence), te = 3 (for essential
input-parameters), and ta = 2 (for all input-parameters) were used.
We set ts and ta to two because this is the most popular choice
in CT applications [24, 36]; we set te to three because a higher
coverage strength could help in testing more interactions of essential input-parameters. We note that no initialisation process was
performed (e.g., creating resources that are required for executing
some operations) before the execution of both RESTler and RestCT,
because these two approaches are able to resolve the dependencies
between operations. We allocated one hour time budget for each of
these two approaches to test each subject API, and their executions
were repeated five times to account for the randomness involved
in their implementations.
To analyse the testing results, we followed the common practice
of RESTful APIs testing that uses the HTTP status code received in
responses as test oracle [4, 9, 42]. Specifically, an HTTP request is
successful if a code of 200 range is received, and is invalid if the code
is in 400 range (accordingly, an HTTP request is valid if the code
received is not 4xx). The code of 500 range represents an Internal
Server Error exposed (i.e., the server crash is not handled gracefully),
which is probably due to a defect in the system. A potential bug is
thus considered to be detected, if such a 5xx code is observed.
With respect to the impact of coverage strengths used in RestCT
(i.e., the second research question), we performed a base choice experiment to investigate the relative performance of RestCT under
different coverage strength configurations. Specifically, we used
(ts , te , ta ) = (2, 3, 2) as a base configuration. Then, we changed the
values of each coverage strength separately (range [1, 2, 3] for ts
and ta , and range [2, 3, 4] for te ), while letting the others remain the
same, to create a series of configurations. Lastly, for each subject

Cost
23.3
23.4
0.5
60.6
24.3
23.1
0.2
60.2
61.4
60.8
1
30.8

Seq
6.4
8.4
10.2
16.2
19
6.6
3.2
6
3.6
9.2
3
8.3

Len
7.1
11.2
11.4
16.3
20
7.5
3.4
7.4
4.5
9.9
3.5
9.3

C 1-way
0.84
0.24
0.12
0.26
0.65
0.5
0.25
0.9
1.0
0.34
1.0
0.56

RestCT
C 2-way
0.51
0.03
0.01
0.06
0.38
0.12
0
0.74
1.0
0.06
0.87
0.34

Bug
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
4
0
3
0
0.73

Total
859.4
2851.8
3667.8
13287.4
12225.6
1198.8
112
3005.2
384.2
7308.6
1820.8
4247.4

Cost
2.3
4.4
5.2
27
25.5
2.3
1.3
55.2
3.8
63.2
28.6
19.9

API, we ran multiple versions of RestCT using the above configurations, and compared the results obtained. Here, due to the use
of higher coverage strengths (accordingly, higher execution time
costs), the execution time budget was set to five hours, and the
execution of each configuration was repeated three times.

4.3

Results

4.3.1 Comparison with Existing Tool (RQ1 ). The first research
question concerns the relative performance of RestCT to the stateof-the-art testing tool. Table 4 gives the results obtained. Here,
an operation is considered actually tested, if at least one HTTP
request of this operation is a valid request, i.e., the status code
received is either 2xx (the operation is successfully executed) or
5xx (a potential bug is detected). Accordingly, a t-way sequence
of operations is actually tested, if every t operation involved in the
sequence is actually tested (note that each single operation exactly
indicates a 1-way sequence).
From Table 4, we can see that RestCT generates, on average, 8.3
operation sequences for each subject API (i.e., the size of 2-way
constrained sequence covering array), and the average length of
these operation sequences is 9.3. By utilising several constrained
covering arrays to execute these operations, RestCT can actually
test, on average, 56% of operations described in the specification
(i.e., 1-way sequences), and this proportion is higher than 80% in
four subject APIs (i.e., Branch, Imagery, Locations, and TimeZone).
For 2-way sequence coverage, the operation sequences generated
by RestCT (with ts = 2) ensure to cover all 2-way sequences of
operations (i.e., all elements in U in Algorithm 1), where 34% of
them are actually tested. Nevertheless, there remain three subjects
(i.e., Imagery, Locations, and TimeZone), where more than 70% of
2-way sequences can be actually tested.
By contrast, we can see that the existing tool, RESTler, cannot
perform well in almost all subject APIs studied. It can only exercise
an average number of 3.7 operation sequences, and the average
length of these operation sequences is about one (i.e., each sequence
contains one operation only). The average proportion of operations
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Figure 5: The impact of ts on the performance of RestCT.
(i.e., 1-way sequences) that are actually tested by RESTler is also
low, at only 3%, and there is no 2-way sequence that can be actually
tested. We note that the above results of RESTler are different from
those reported in the previous study [9]. The main reason is that
the previous study [9] only tries to test required input-parameters
of each operation, while in this study, the RESTler tool was used to
find value assignments of all input-parameters (the default setting
of this tool). This indicates that RestCT is more likely to produce
valid HTTP requests to test operations that have complex (and
constrained) input-parameters.
The Bug column of Table 4 gives the total number of unique
bugs that are revealed in each subject API. In this study, we refer to
a combination of an operation and a 5xx error code as a bug, and
all bugs observed are clustered to determine the set of unique bugs.
Overall, RestCT can find a total number of eight bugs, where only
one of them can be triggered by RESTler. These bugs have been
manually analysed and reproduced to confirm their existence.
As far as the testing efficiency is concerned, from Table 4, we
can see that RestCT usually takes fewer time costs to generate
and execute much more HTTP requests than RESTler. Specifically,
RestCT can generate and execute an average number of 4247.4
HTTP requests across all subject APIs, and this number is only 554.7
for RESTler. Meanwhile, the test execution cost of RestCT observed
(on average, 19.9 minutes) is also lower than that of RESTler (30.8
minutes). Especially, in six subject APIs, RestCT takes no more
than ten minutes to perform the test.
Answer to RQ1 : The existing testing tool, RESTler, cannot effectively test the subject APIs studied, as it tests only 3% of operations
described in the specification. By contrast, RestCT can actually test
56% of operations on average, and the test execution cost is less
than ten minutes in six out of 11 subjects. Especially, RestCT finds
eight new bugs of the subject APIs, where only one of them can be
triggered by RESTler.
4.3.2 Impact of Coverage Strengths (RQ2 ). The second research
question concerns the impact of covering strengths on the performance of RestCT. This includes the coverage strength of operation
sequences (ts ), and the coverage strengths of essential and all inputparameters in each operation (te and ta ). Figures 5 to 7 give the
increase rates of specific metrics when changing the values of ts , te ,
and ta separately (each box contains 11 values obtained from the
11 subject APIs). For example, in Figure 5, the average number of
operation sequences generated for Branch are 1.7, 6, and 25.3 when
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Figure 6: The impact of te on the performance of RestCT.

Figure 7: The impact of ta on the performance of RestCT.

ts takes 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The increase rates of 2-way/1-way
and 3-way/2-way are thus 3.5 (6/1.7) and 4.2 (25.3/6).
Regarding the coverage strength of operation sequences (ts ),
from Figure 5, we can see that a larger ts tends to lead to more
operation sequences (i.e., larger sequence covering arrays), and
accordingly, higher test execution costs. In particular, for half of
cases, the number of operation sequences and test execution costs
of ts = 2 are at least 5.3 and 4 times larger than those of ts = 1; and
these two values will increase to 8.8 and 8 when ts increases from
2 to 3. Whereas, the increase rate of average length of operation
sequences is relatively low, less than 1.4 in all cases. Generally, a
higher testing cost is likely to result in a larger number of operations
that can be tested. However, the increase rate of the number of
operations tested of 3-way/2-way is around 1.0, which is much
lower than that of 2-way/1-way (on average, 2.9). That is, the use
of ts = 3 will lead to much higher test execution costs than ts = 2,
but it will not test substantially more operations. So ts = 2 tends to
be the most cost-effective choice for the subject APIs.
Regarding the coverage strength of essential input-parameters
(te ), from Figure 6, we can see that the impact of different choices
of te is not as great as that of ts , as the increase rates observed are
all less than 1.6. In particular, when comparing with te = 2, the
use of te = 3 will slightly increase the proportion of valid requests
generated per operation by a factor of 1.1 times (median value),
whereas this increase rate will drop to 0.9 when te further increases
to 4. Since a similar trend can also be observed for the other three
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metrics, a larger value of te does not necessarily result in a higher
testing performance of RestCT.
Lastly, regarding the coverage strength of all input-parameters
(ta ), from Figure 7, we can see that a higher value of ta will lead to
more HTTP requests generated for each operation (i.e., larger covering arrays), and the median of increase rates observed is around
3.4 for both 2-way/1-way and 3-way/2-way. However, increasing ta
from 2 to 3 is not likely to result in a substantially higher proportion
of valid HTTP requests per operation (and also, more operations
tested). Nevertheless, the use of ta = 2 can result in, on average,
1.5 times higher proportion of valid HTTP requests per operation,
and test 1.1 times more operations than the use of ta = 1.
Answer to RQ2 : the coverage strength of operation sequences
(ts ) greatly influences the performance of RestCT, and ts = 2 tends
to be the most cost-effective choice for the subject APIs studied
(the use of ts = 3 will take about 8 times higher test execution costs
than ts = 2, but it can only test a similar number of operations).
By contrast, the different choices of te and ta tend to have little
influence on the number of operations tested, as the increase rates
observed are less than 1.7 in all cases.

5

THREATS TO VALIDITY

As far as internal threats to validity are concerned, the experimental
results reported in this paper might be influenced by the concrete
implementation of the RestCT approach. We have carefully inspected our codes to avoid potential mistakes, and made them
publicly accessible so that others can check and extend. The experimental results can also be influenced by the Swagger specifications
used. In this study, due to the unavailability of official specification
files of subject APIs, we manually created the required specifications based on their online API documents. Note that RestCT
relies on a pattern-based approach to extract constraints between
input-parameters. We manually developed 23 patterns based on an
existing catalogue of inter-parameter dependencies [31], and we
followed the linguistic structures provided in the same catalogue to
describe constraints when writing specifications (these two tasks
were performed independently by two authors of this paper). We
chose such a strategy because we want to reflect the common practice of web developers for documenting APIs (which could make
these specifications more useful for future studies), rather than
using our own writing styles. Consequently, RestCT (especially,
the constraints extraction approach) might exhibit different performance if the specifications are written in different ways. Given
the fact that the linguistic structures in the catalogue [31] indicate
the most frequently used ones in practice, we believe that RestCT
could work well for specifications of similar writing styles.
In addition, regarding the testing tool for comparison, we chose
to use the default (recommended) configuration to run the RESTler
tool in the experiment. We acknowledge that the performance of
RESTler can be improved by performing several manual updates
(e.g., fixing specifications, adding new dependencies of operations,
providing additional fuzzing dictionaries, etc.), as suggested in its
online document10 .
10 https://github.com/microsoft/restler-fuzzer/blob/main/docs/user-guide/

ImprovingCoverage.md
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As far as external threats to validity are concerned, in this study,
the effectiveness and efficiency of RestCT are only evaluated on 11
RESTful APIs. One reason that prevents RestCT from being evaluated more broadly is that the service under test usually requires
authentication. Moreover, the publicly hosted services typically
prohibit frequent requests of short periods of time, and could ban
the account in an unpredictable way, which thereby introduces a
substantial manual effort to apply and manage API keys (actually,
we had to create several accounts to test Bing Maps, but such costs
could be reduced if the testing is performed in a local environment). As a result, RestCT might exhibit different performance
when testing different APIs (especially, APIs of different application
domains). Nevertheless, both GitLab and Bing Maps are real-world,
large-scale, and popular RESTful web services. We believe that they
are representative subjects for the evaluation of RestCT.

6

RELATED WORK

In order to automatically generate test cases for RESTful APIs, both
white-box [3–7, 40, 46–49] and black-box [12, 13, 16, 17, 19, 26,
28, 38, 41, 44] testing approaches have been developed. Black-box
approaches attract more attentions in the current literature [32],
because they require no access to the source code of the system,
which are more applicable for testing complex and remote web
services. Model-based testing [12, 13, 17, 19, 26, 28, 38, 44] is a
representative approach in early studies of this research direction.
Although test cases that satisfy certain coverage criterion can be
automatically derived based on specific models (e.g., a UML state
machine [38]), testers should still create such a model by hand at
the beginning of testing.
Recently, the increasing popularity of the Swagger specification
(more formally, OpenAPI) offers a more common and standard
way for documenting RESTful APIs [39]. Accordingly, a variety of
specification-based approaches [1, 2, 9, 18, 20, 22, 27, 33, 42] have
been developed, which seek to automatically generate test cases
based on the Swagger specification only. In this way, the operations
that the service under test provides, and input-parameters that each
operation requires can be easily identified. While the challenge lies
in the determination of the most appropriate execution orders of
different operations, as well as the value assignments of inputparameters of each operation.
With respect to the execution orders of operations, some studies [18, 27, 33, 43] only focus on the testing of each single operation
(accordingly, certain resources should be created before the testing
proceeds). By contrast, Viglianisi et al. [42] proposed to construct a
single sequence that traverses every operation once to test nominal
and exceptional scenarios of RESTful APIs. Their approach first
analyses the common data field in both responses and requests
to build an operation dependency graph. The next operation to
be executed will then be decided based on the graph and CRUD
semantics. In addition, Atlidakis et al. [9] proposed to explore all
possible operation sequences to test deep service states. Their approach, RESTler, relies on the producer-consumer relationship (i.e.,
whether a resource received in the response of a prior operation is
necessary as input of a following operation) to handle constraints
between operations. Then, a search strategy, like breadth-first or
random search, is applied to iteratively extend existing sequences
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with all constraints-satisfying operations. Later, RESTler is further
reused by several studies to develop approaches such as security
testing [10] and differential testing [21] of RESTful APIs.
Regarding the determination of concrete input-parameter values,
the uses of static mapping directory and random values are probably
the most straightforward choices in current studies [9, 20, 42]. The
example values described in the specification [42], and additional
knowledge bases [1] are also used to account for the domain-specific
information of the APIs. In addition, when sequences of operations
are involved, there is a need to take the runtime information, i.e.,
resources dynamically created in prior operations, into account [9,
42]. There are also studies [20] that seek to modify the schema
structures of payload to trigger as many error types as possible.
Similar to the constraints between operations, there are also
inter-parameter dependencies in each single operation. The empirical study of Martin-Lopez et al. [31] has revealed that constraints
between input-parameters are pervasive in real-world RESTful
APIs, but unfortunately, they are barely addressed in the above mentioned approaches [9, 18, 20, 22, 27, 42]. In order to handle such constraints, Martin-Lopez et al. [29, 30] proposed a formal constraintsdescribing language for the OpenAPI specification. They also developed automatic approaches [33] to generate constraints-satisfying
value assignments, as long as the constraints can be formally described in the specification. More recently, Mirabella et al. [35]
proposed to use deep learning techniques to predict whether a
value assignment is constraints-satisfying or not.
Discussions. The RestCT approach presented in this paper
differs from previous approaches in three main aspects. First, unlike previous model-based approaches [18, 22], RestCT is fully
automatic (that is, the test models of combinatorial testing are automatically created). Second, RestCT applies combinatorial testing
to systematically cover and test the interactions of available operations, while the primary goal of previous approaches is either
to test every operation once [18, 27, 33, 42, 43], or to explore all
possible operation sequences [9]. At last, RestCT can automatically
extract constraints between input-parameters from natural language descriptions in the Swagger specification. This differs from
approaches [33] that rely on a specific formal language (should be
written by testers) to realise automatic constraints handling.

7

CONCLUSION

This paper presents the RestCT approach that adopts combinatorial
testing to test RESTful APIs. The primary goal of RestCT is to
systematically and automatically cover and test the interactions of
available operations (and also, input-parameters of each operation)
described in the Swagger specification. To this end, RestCT utilises
the concepts of both sequence and classical covering arrays to
generate concrete HTTP requests, during which the constraints in
both operations and input-parameters are automatically extracted
and handled. The effectiveness and efficiency of RestCT, as well as
the impact of coverage strengths applied, are evaluated on 11 realworld RESTful APIs of GitLab and Bing Maps. The experimental
results demonstrate the superiority of RestCT against the state-ofthe-art testing tool of RESTful APIs.
In order to aid others to replicate and extend our experiment,
we provide Swagger specifications of all subject APIs and scripts to
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replicate experiment at https://github.com/GIST-NJU/RestCT. An
archived artifact is also available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
5909761.
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